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                     <continuation from Part 1 of 2 on 1W05>
07:00:29      CU newspaper article                                                                          (?) in P.A.
07:00:35      CU Beman news article                                                                            [silent]
07:01:56      cannons firing
07:01:11      people walking with belongings through bombing area as
                   explosions are taking place
07:01:16      woman running, falling as she is trying to find refuge
07:01:22      flame throwers
07:01:36      firing in city as people are trying to escape
07:02:30      soldiers fighting

07:02:52      views of Russian soldiers pointing rifles at German soldiers                      [also see 1R18
                    surrendering while walking out of rubble of buildings                               09:44:14-09:44:34]

07:03:14      man cutting horse’s leg with knife
07:03:19      people skinning horse
07:03:32      people on line for water
07:03:45      airplanes in hangar, taking off
07:04:01      destruction in city
07:04:30      people gathering in front of poster on street
07:04:42      building on fire, men shoveling debris
07:04:56      HA people in bread lines
07:05:04      too many hands grabbing bread from relief worker
07:05:13      people fighting for food
07:07:25      soldier helping old man to walk
07:07:45      woman? cleaning soldier’s face
07:07:51      soldiers carrying wounded on stretcher
07:07:55      soldiers aiming machine gun at captured enemy
07:08:03      soldiers in battle inside buildings
07:08:38      soldiers loading cannon with missile
07:10:02      soldiers in formation
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07:10:49      soldier listening to radio
07:11:15      military VIPs talking over map and at conference

07:35:55      views of people hanging on to outside of train along tracks
-07:36:02

-07:55:27     table


